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ABSTRACT 
The rapid growth of internet causes the 
abundance of textual information. It is necessary to 
have smart tools and methods than can access text 
content as needed.  Machine learning techniques 
have been used successfully for generating 
extraction rules for information extraction, but most 
of them are depend heavily on the availability of 
annotated training corpus.  Development of training 
corpus is time consuming and expensive.  Learning 
model that need less training examples is needed.  
Explanation based-learning (EBL) has been 
implemented for decade in other areas but not in 
information extraction. EBL has advantage need 
less training example but needs domain theory 
knowledge.  In this paper we propose an EBL 
framework for information extraction. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
The very fast internet growth causes textual 
information become abundance.  Until now 
Information Retrieval technology is not enough to 
fulfill the specific information need because this 
technology only provides information in the level of 
document collection.  Tools and smart methods 
development that can access document content are 
crucial issues on Knowledge Management. 
Information Extraction is the process to get 
information about pre-specified events, entity or 
relationships in the text like newswire and web 
pages.  Many information extraction researches 
focus on entity recognition which is a basic task.  In 
general,  Information Extraction task can be 
regarded as information entity recognition task  in 
the text.  Information Extraction is very useful for 
many applications such as business intelligence, 
automatic annotation on web pages, text mining, 
and knowledge management. 
Information Extraction can be approached as 
classification problem where text is divided into 
tokens and classified into related classes.  
Generally, classification methods need a lot of 
training examples in order the method to be able to 
generate extraction rules.  The problem is training 
examples are expensive and time-consuming to 
built.  The amount of training examples can be 
reduced by introducing a domain theory so that 
generalization process can be guide (theory-guided 
generalization of examples) (Mitchell, 1996?) 
One of promising learning methods is 
Explanation Based Learning  (EBL) where domain 
theory is used to formulate hypothesis beside only 
need a small number of training examples.   EBL 
has been used successfully in planning and other 
areas, but not yet implemented in Information 
extraction. 
In this paper we will discuss EBL 
Framework for  Information Extraction so it can be 
implemented. 
 
2 FRAMEWORK ANALYSIS, 
DESIGN, AND 
IMPLEMENTATION  
2.1 Related Work 
One of the main problems of the machine 
learning–based Information Extraction systems is 
that they rely on annotated corpora. A 
bootstrapping approach to IE takes a compromise 
between the knowledge engineering and machine 
learning approaches. The main idea behind this 
approach is that the user provides some initial bias 
either by supplying a small initial lexicon or a small 
number of rules for inducing the initial examples. 
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The bootstrapping approach attempts to minimize 
the need for an annotated corpus, which can be very 
expensive and time consuming to produce. 
One of the first approaches to bootstrapping 
was developed by Ellen Riloff and implemented in 
the AutoSlog-TS system [5]. Based on the original 
AutoSlog system developed previously by Riloff 
[4], AutoSlog-TS uses a set of documents split into 
two bins: interesting documents and non-interesting 
documents. In contrast, the original AutoSlog 
required all relevant noun phrases within the 
training corpus to be tagged and, hence, put a much 
bigger load on the task of the training corpus 
construction. 
One way to solve the need of labeled 
document problem is through active learning 
algorithms that require users to label only the most 
informative documents. Finn and Kushmerick [2] 
investigate several document selection strategies 
that are particularly relevant to information 
extraction. They show that some strategies are 
biased toward recall, while others are biased toward 
precision, but it is difficult to ensure both high 
recall and precision. They also show that there is 
plenty of scope for improved selection strategies, 
and investigate the relationship between the 
documents selected and the relative performance 
between two strategies. 
In order to minimize the need of labeled 
document, ontology can also be introduced to the 
information extraction system.  SOFIE [6], a system 
for automated ontology extension, can parse natural 
language documents, extract ontological facts from 
them and link the facts into an ontology. SOFIE 
uses logical reasoning on the existing  knowledge 
and on the new knowledge in order to disambiguate 
words to their most probable meaning, to reason on 
the meaning of text patterns and to take into account 
world knowledge axioms. This allows SOFIE to 
check the plausibility of hypotheses and to avoid 
inconsistencies with the ontology. The framework 
of SOFIE unites the paradigms of pattern matching, 
word sense disambiguation and ontological 
reasoning in one unified model. 
Most previous research has focused on 
empirical methods for generalizing from a relatively 
large number of training examples using no 
domain-specific knowledge.  In the past few years 
new methods have been developed for applying 
domain-specific knowledge to formulate valid 
generalizations from single training examples. The 
characteristic common to these methods is that their 
ability to generalize from a single example follows 
from their ability to explain why the training 
example is a member of the concept being learned.  
Mitchell [3] proposes a general, domain-
independent mechanism, called Explanation Based 
Generalization (EBG), which unifies previous 
approaches to explanation-based generalization.   
This approach is implemented successfully in the 
field planning but not yet implemented in the area 
of information extraction. 
2.2 EBL Framework  
Refer to Mitchell [3], Figure 1 shows 
Prolog-EBG algorithm. 
 
Prolog-EBG(TargetConcept,TrainingExamples, 
DomainTheory) 
• LearnedRules ← {} 
• Pos ← the positive examples from 
TrainingExamples 
• For each PositiveExample in Pos that 
not covered by LearnedRules,do 
1. Explain: 
• Explanation ← an explanation (proof) 
in term of DomainTheory that 
PositiveExample satisfies the 
TargetConcept 
2. Analyze: 
• SufficientConditions ← the most 
general set of features of 
PositiveExample sufficient to 
satisfy the TargetConcept according 
to the Explanation. 
3. Refine: 
• LearnedRules ← LearnedRules + 
NewHornClause, where NewHornClause  
is of the form  
TargetConcept ← SufficientConditions 
• Return LearnedRules 
Figure 1.  Prolog-EBG Algorithm  [3] 
 
In order EBL to be implemented for 
Information Extraction, framework should be 
designed.  Below are the definitions used in this 
framework. 
 
• TargetConcept = TargetSchema (S) : is the 
definition of coherent  information fragment that 
is looked for. 
• DomainTheory (T) : is set of Lexicons (L) and 
extraction rules (R) for certain information 
domain. 
• LearnedRules (R) : is extraction rules which will 
be used for extracting information from new 
document (D) 
• Pos : Positive document example which comply 
with ExtractionScenario (S) 
2.3 Implementation  
In Prolog-EBG algorithm there are three 
main task i.e. Explain, Analyze and Refine.  The 
explanation for the implementation is as follow: 
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• Explain : proof that PositiveExample (token) 
satisfies  the TargetConcept (TargetSchema) 
according to DomainTheory (lexicon + rules) 
(searching for  whether words/token is part of 
lexicon+ rules. 
• Analyze : from many possibilities of features/ 
components (prefiller, postfiller, POS tagger, 
etc) which combination is the most relevant to 
the TargetConcept  
• Refine: Development of DomainTheory (T) 
through generalization of L and or R. 
 
TargetSchema is S = {S1, S2, ..., Sn} where Si, S2, 
and  Sn are slots (information class that will be 
extracted). 
 
DomainTheory is T = {L, R} 
Lexicons is L = {WSi, WS2, …, WSn} where WSi is 
token for Slot Si. 
Rules consist of several rules, R = {RS1, RS2, …, 
RSn}. where Rsi is Rule for the slot-i-th and Rule is 
expressed as follow: 
IF <Conditions> THEN Classify(w),  
where  
<Conditions> ::= <PatternS1> | <PatternS2> |  
       ... | <PaternSn>   
<Pattern> ::= <prefiller> <Connective>  
     <filler> <Connective> 
      <postfiller> 
<Connective> ::= ^ | _ 
where prefiller is any combination of number of 
words precede a token, Part of Speech (POS) Tag 
and Regular Expression; postfiller is any 
combination of number of words following a token, 
Part of Speech (POS) Tag and Regular Expression; 
filler can be a token is self or Regular Expression 
and otherFeature can be any feature such as Part of 
Speech (POS) Tag. 
Algorithm for extraction process is shown in 
Figure 2 and Figure 3.  Given the new document 
algorithm will process to look for token Ti inside 
Lexicon L.  If token Ti is found then this token will 
be extracted, but if it is not found inside Lexicon L 
then the algorithm try to apply its rules.  The best 
rule will used for extracting the target. 
 
 
Extract (New Document Dnew where Token 
Ti ∈ Dnew) 
  For i=1 to TokenNumber in Dnew: 
    If Ti ∈ L then  
      result = Ti 
    else if (ExtractViaRules(Dnew)≠0)  
    then    
      result = Ti 
    else 
      result = ‘’ 
  end for 
return result 
 
Figure 2.  Algorithm for extraction process 
 
ExtractViaRules (New Document Dnew 
where Token Ti ∈ Dnew) 
   for i=1 to Σ Token in Dnew: 
       for j=1 to Σ Rule   
           treshold = RuleValue(Ti,Rj)  
     if treshold > Z then  
                  result = Ti 
               else 
   result = 0 
        end for  
end for 
return result 
 
Figure 3.  Algorithm for extraction process 
Algorithm for refinement of DomainTheory is 
shown in Figure 4. 
 
Refine(New Document Dnew, New Lexicon  
    Lnew) 
 if Lnew ∈ L then 
  Skip Lnew 
 else 
  L = L + Lnew 
  Rnew = generateNewRule (Dnew,  
         Lnew) 
  R = R + Rnew 
End 
 
Figure 4.  Algorithm for refinement of DomainTheory  
Since there is new rule added to the 
DomainTheory it is needed to generalize the rule.  
Algorithm for rule generalization is shown in Figure 
5. 
 
Generalize (New Rule Rnew, Rules R) 
 For i = 1 to rule number in R  
  If Rnew ∈ Ri then 
   Discard Rnew 
  Else 
   R = R + Rnew 
  End if 
 End for 
End 
 
Figure 5.  Algorithm for rule generalization. 
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3 RESULT 
The seminar announcement collection consists 
of 485 electronic bulletin board postings distributed 
in the local environment at Carnegie Mellon 
University. The purpose of each document in this 
collection is to announce or relate details of an 
upcoming talk or seminar.  Announcements follow 
no prescribed pattern; documents are free-form 
Usenet-style postings. Documents are annotated for 
four fields: speaker, the name of a seminar’s 
speaker; location, the location (i.e., room and 
number) of the seminar; stime, the start time; and 
etime, the end time.  
The definitions of  four fields to be extracted 
for these experiments are as follow: 
Speaker is  the name of the seminar speaker, 
including honorifics. First names by themselves are 
not considered instances, but surnames are, when 
preceded by honorifics. 
Location  is the location of the seminar, typically 
the name or number of a room. 
Stime is the time at which the seminar is scheduled 
to begin. 
Etime is the time at which the seminar is scheduled 
to end. 
One of Seminar Announcement text training 
examples is shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6.  Seminar Announcement text training examples 
For instance we have lexicon for Location Lc  is  
Lc = {‘"Mellon Institute Auditorium’, 
‘Baker Hall 355’, ‘Seminar Room 254A’, 
…} and  Rules for Location Rc is  
 
Rc = {‘PrecededBy(W,’in’), 
‘PrecededBy(W,’place:’),  
’FollowedBy(W,’near the’) …} 
 
Given that DomainTheory and this test text 
(Figure 7) the system should extract this tuple  
<’Laura Petitto’, ‘Baker Hall 355’, ’12:00 PM’, 
‘’>. 
 
Figure 7.  Seminar Announcement test text example 
Bellow rules are simple examples using Regular 
Expression for extracting information for Stime and 
Etime.. 
RStime = (?:[0-9]|\s)[0-9]:[0-9][0-
9]\s*(?:PM|AM|pm|am|p.m.|a.m.|p.m|a.m|
P.M|P.M.|A.M|A.M|\s)' 
REtime = (?:[0-9]|\s)[0-9]:[0-9][0-
9]\s*(?:PM|AM|pm|am|p.m.|a.m.|p.m|a.m|
P.M|P.M.|A.M|A.M|\s)' 
Based above rules, performance of EBL is  
shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. 
Type:     cmu.andrew.official.cmu-news 
Topic:    Psychology Colloquium 
Dates:    4-May-95 
Time:     12:00 PM 
PostedBy: Edmund J. Delaney on 28-Apr-95 at 15:05 
from andrew.cmu.edu 
Abstract:  
 
 CMU Department of Psychology Colloquium Series 
 
"In the beginning: 
On the genetic and environmental factors 
that make early language acquisition possible" 
 
Laura Petitto 
Department of Psychology 
McGill University 
 
Thursday, May 4, 1995 
12:00 pm 
Baker Hall 355 
 ABSTRACT:  The key challenge in the study of 
language ontogeny is to  discover when and how 
language acquisition begins.  Most all prevailing  
theories about very early language ontogeny are 
based on the hypothesis  that the infant's emerging 
linguistic abilities are neurologically  determined by 
the mechanisms underlying the production and  
erception of  sound and speech. 
<doc id='157' filename='cmu.andrew.org.hss.eng-
8_0'>&lt;0.17.1.94.15.46.18.bm2f+@andrew.cmu.ed
u.0&gt; 
Type:     cmu.andrew.org.hss.eng 
Topic:    Public Lecture 
Dates:    19-Jan-94 
Time:     <stime>4:30</stime> 
PostedBy: Barbara R. Moore on 17-Jan-94 at 15:46 
from andrew.cmu.edu 
Abstract:  
 
Public Lecture 
Wednesday Jan 19 at <stime>4:30</stime> 
<speaker>Charles Paine</speaker> (Duke 
University) will give a lecture  entitled 
 
"The Popular Culture of Public Discourse and the 
Composition Classroom" 
</doc> 
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Figure 8.  Performance of EBL on Stime 
 
 
Figure 9.  Performance of EBL on Etime 
From above figures it is shown that performance 
of the rule is better on Stime than that of Etime.  It is 
because all of documents contain Stime but not all 
of them contain Etime  
 
4 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
It is already discussed above the possibility 
to implement Explanation Based Learning for 
Information Extraction.  It is shown through 
carefully framework design this EBL can be 
implemented successfully on the area of 
Information Extraction. 
In order to measure the complete 
performance of Explanation Based Learning 
Framework for Information Extraction it is needed 
to implement on several MUC Corpus so that it can 
be compared to other methods. 
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